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Ray Miller

Hi, I'm Ray Miller and I'm super excited to
be a part of the zine!

When I'm not writing I love to hike, read and
do zentangle. The Clubhouse and other

Lifelink services have taken a major role in
managing my PTSD

________________________________

Untitled
Written by Ray Miller

My first horse took off fast
With four-year-old me on his back
I only remember the rushing trees
crowding
The left side of my vision
The woods closing in between me
And the frantic adults

The important parts are
1) I didn’t let go
2) I didn’t stop riding horses

(And also that he brought me back
safely)

My secord horse soared red at the end
of our street

My third horse ran beside our station
wagon
Keeping time with the radio
Offering me separation and inclusion at
the same time

Something I held onto for years of trips
to Grandma’s

Todd Darling
Written by Ray Miller

I was four through six
He was ten and eleven
We would read with his sister, Shanny,
my age
And occasionally his sister Laurie, two
years younger than me
Huddled up cozily in homemade quilted
bunks and shelves

One day Todd broke his arm
That’s what I am told
I only remember his smile and his
comforting arm around my shoulder
In our little refuge from household
storms

It goes without saying that I’ve been
looking for Todd my whole life

Maybe that’s why even the dangerous
boys
Grown to be dangerous men
Have so little power over me
An entertaining dip into the pool of
violence
The memory of Todd to pull me to shore
Just in time
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Something Out Of
Nothing

Written by Ray Miller

I wonder if we ate by candlelight
Because the lights got turned off
I wonder how many things were not
what they seemed

I loved the candles anyway
And my Dad never seemed to be
around
For the dinners and homework
By their light

Katelyn Feldman

I struggle with mental illness. At first it
seemed to slow me down but later I realized
I looked at life differently, as if it were a gift.

Life is fragile and I have to make the most of
it. As an illustrator and artist, I want to share

my work with people that appreciate it.  I
wrote my story through a child’s eyes. I was
asked to see a doctor for my depression in
highschool later, and I saw a psychiatrist

and was diagnosed with bi polar,
schizophrenia, and depression not all at the

same time.

The book has different media mixed media
crayons, colors pencils, and watercolor

illustrations from my book Different ,
Different Strengths. I enjoyed writing and
most of all illustrating the book Different.
The book helped me understand my own

depression and process for healing.

The story of Cathryn is relatable for kids that
have older siblings have a partner or

relative with mental illness.

___________________________________

Adison and Her Family
Written by Katelyn Feldman

First grade Adison was picking out her
clothes going to a different school. This
made Adison nervous, she played with her
stuffed animals and picked out her clothes
for her first day.

Her parents moved to Albuquerque NM on
base her mom a base Counselor her dad
was a Commander in the Airforce.  Adision
didn’t see them much; her grandparents
helped a lot.

Adison made friends with Madison and
Emily. Madison and Emily were into plush
stuffed animals. Adison asked her mom and
grandparents, uncles and aunts for plush
animals. She was waiting to talk to her dad
to ask. Adison was a gifted child. In first
grade she excelled on the school exams far
beyond the other kids. Adison was a happy
kid. Adison missed her dad very much and
told the first grade teacher that her dad was
not around. She was worried for him. Even
though Heather was strong she worried too.
Blake Adision's dad was going to surprise
them by coming home a month early.  He
didn’t know where they were. Adison luckily
called her dad and he picked up some roses
and a stuffed giraffe for his princess.

Blake and Heather kissed privately not in
front of Adison but she knew they had
kissed and smiled. Adison was getting quite
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the stuffed animals and plush animals she
wanted in fact she had ten plush animals
and fifty stuffed animals. Madison and Emily
were talking about show and tell. Adision
was excited as well since she was going to
take the giraffe to school for show and tell.
Adison looked Friday morning and her
giraffe was gone. We’re did it go? She
looked high and low up and down her room.
None of Adison’s other toys were missing
this made Adison sad.  Adision remembered
to look under her bed. Which had not been
cleaned in a while. There was dirty clothes,
towel food and there was Mr giraffe. Adision
remembered that she had slept with it the
night before. It must have fallen down. Now
Adison was late for school. She missed the
bus. Her mom had already left. Her grandpa
had to talk her to school. She held onto the
giraffe for dear life. Grandpa wasn’t such a
good driver; he needed bigger bi fuel cules.
Adision said goodbye to grandpa and
headed for the school doors. Maddison and
Emily were bragging about their plush
animals and Adision said very little. She
was so excited about her giraffe and seeing
her dad. Emily went first with her cat plush
animal. Tommy went second about his frog.
The frog went missing after he opened the
cage. Mrs Koppi told the class to go outside.
She pulled Tommy inside to help put the
frog back in it’s cage. Tommy and Mrs Koppi
managed to put the coolest frog ever back
in the cage.

The problem now was that the time kept
ticking. Adision wanted to go only there
might not be enough time. Adison look at
the clock for ten minutes she had to be
called on. Adision had shown a plush
animal last week a pig and it didn’t look
good for time. When school ended Adison
friends asked her what she was holding.
Emily said I thought we were only playing

with plush dolls you promised. Then Adision
started crying. The mood changed. Don’t
you have plush animals I know you do not
letting Adison speak. Adison screamed let
me talk my dad gave me this giraffe and it’s
very special to me. I love my plush animals
but my dad gave me the giraffe. I was late
to school and didn’t get to show how cool it
was.

Adison’s dad took her out for ice cream. Her
tears and screams were long gone, She
asked her dad to stay but he had to leave in
a week. Blake would not be able to see
Adision graduate from first grade.
There wasn’t a serious graduation but Blake
felt bad that he was unable to keep little
Adision little forever. Something happened
that never happened. Blake cried that night.
He wanted to always see his family but he
couldn’t. Heather picked a fight with Blake
before he left overseas. She didn’t want him
to go. Heather became depressed herself
and spent more time listening to Adison who
her mother thought was very kind and
smart. Heather was happier living near her
parents. They could help raise Adisision
together. They all worked as a team. Adison
loved her giraffe but gave in to the idea of
making plush animals all the girls wanted
one  most of them already had at least five
plush animals already. Her grandmother
Reagon helped teach little Adison to sew.
She wasn’t very good at hand sewing in the
beginning. Reagon  did most of the sewing
hoping Adison would learn. Reagon wasn’t
very patient with Adison at first then Adison
picked it up. She sold one to all the girls,
two for Emily. They became best friends
after that. Adison showed all the girls how to
make plush animals. She adjusted well.
Heather mistakenly let Adision watch
princess and the frog. Then Adison cried
and threw a fight. I want to talk to my dad.
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Heather called Blake's phone ; he was on a
mission and could not answer that moment.
He called in the morning while Adision was
at school. Heather relayed the message that
day to Adision who hugged her mom. She
asked her mom if she had ever seen frozen.
Adision wanted to go with her friends.
Emily’s mom Katie took ten girls for Emily
birthday party to see frozen. Madision said it
was amazing all the girls agreed. Adision
gave Emily her birthday present, thanked
her and had to go back home.

Adison called her dad he answered right
away. They talk as long as he could Adison
felt better. Adison was going to miss the first
grade. There was the ice cream with her
dad, frozen, the princess and the frog and
her learning to sew plush animals for all her
friends best year ever.
___________________________________

Cathryn Goes to
Kindergarten

Written by Katelyn Feldman

The kids wanted Cathryn to play with them.
Cathryn made friends in Meryl’s
kindergarten class. They learned about the
dates and time of the week and year on
Meryl’s calendar. Today we will read the
caterpillar book. The Very Hungry
Caterpillar by Eric Carle, and the kids
became quiet. Meryl loved this book and
began to read. The caterpillar was an egg
hidden in a leaf. That gets fat and eats a lot
of fruit, meat, and sugary treats. Then falls
asleep in a cocoon, and wakes up to be a
beautiful butterfly. After the book Cathryn
learned other things in class. She mostly
socialized with other kids and washed her
hands after she went to the bathroom.
Cathryn had fun learning new things. Math

seemed a little tricky adding was okay but
subtracting was hard. The word caterpillar
was hard to say and spell. Meryl handed out
work books. The work books were for
reading, math, spelling, and writing. Cathryn
struggled. At first Cathryn loved school. One
day they learned about cutting paper. The
class learned how to plant flowers and
vegetables. The Santa Fe kindergarten
elementary school took a field trip to the
botanical gardens and aquarium in
Albuquerque NM. Cathryn loved the rose
garden. Cathryn asked her mom Carol if
they could plant flowers. Carol bought
seeds and soil to start a garden and they
grew till fall. Then the flowers would grow
the next year. In Meryl's class the class
learned about rainbows. After it rained hard
sometimes the rainbow leaves its magic
behind. Amber loved Meryl’s about the
rainbow . Cathryn smiled. The whole class
took a nap and dreamed about rainbows.
______________________________________

Cathryn Learns to Paint
Written by Katelyn Feldman

Cathryn needed an extracurricular activity
for school. Cathryn was  nervous. She
looked around at the other artist and got
inspired.
Paul, a classmate and Steve the teacher
were  doing landscapes. The art teacher
shared some techniques with Cathryn. She
picked up a brush and started painting a
boat. Cathryn got some acrylic paint and
painted a Llama. Cathryn painted a cow.
Cathryn became pretty good. Steve, the art
teacher, encouraged his class to display the
work at the flying star cafe. Cathryn had a
lot of ideas. The flying star picked one from
each person, Amber was chosen first.  Kelli
wanted hers to be a surprise. At the last
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minute she revealed her painting. Cathryn
wins second place. It felt so amazing. Steve
the art teacher was proud of all the kids'
hard work and showed his up and coming
work.

___________________________________

Jodi Drinkwater

Jodi Drinkwater received her MFA in
Creative Writing—Poetry from WIchita State

University as well as a Film
Studies—Screenwriting degree from Santa

Fe Community College.  Her short plays
have been performed in a variety of venues
in Santa Fe, and her poetry is published in

small presses, including South Dakota
Review, and A Project for A New Mythology ,

among others.
________________________________

Rains on the Vast, Lost
Array

Written By Jodi Drinkwater

(CONTINUED FROM JUNE ISSUE)

EXT. THE PLAINS OF SAN AUGUSTIN
- DAY

The cowboy and Brisk set out across
the prairie toward The Array.

NARRATOR
The cowboy and Brisk set out across
the prairie toward The Array.

SID
The Vast, Lost Array.

NARRATOR
When he said this aloud to himself,
he chuckled at the thought of the

tourists and photographers that
congregate under The Array.

But his mind wouldn’t stay
there. Instead he thought of his
first drive to the Plains. He’d
followed that same dirt road to the
VLA and all that waited for him
there, besides the inscrutable,
futuristic space dishes--like palms
turned upward to the sky--was a
herd of Holsteins that stared at him as
he pulled up.

He had gotten out of his truck and
leaned against it. He’d chewed on
a piece of grass and watched the
cows and the prairie and the waving
grasses until the sun went down.

When he says this aloud to himself,
he CHUCKLES at the thought of the
tourists and photographers that
congregate under The Array.

But his mind wouldn’t stay there.
Instead he thought of his first drive to
the Plains. He’d followed that same dirt
road to the VLA and all that waited for
him there, besides the inscrutable,
futuristic space dishes--like palms
turned upward to the sky--was a herd of
Holsteins that stared at him as he pulled
up.

He had gotten out of his truck and
leaned against it. He’d chewed on a
piece of grass and watched the cows
and the prairie and the waving grasses
until the sun went down.
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EXT. THE PLAINS OF SAN AUGUSTIN
- DAY

This time, the cowboy pulls off the
main highway into the hedgerow of
trees where his truck and trailer will
be hidden.

He wants to stay a few days.

NARRATOR
This time, the cowboy pulled off
the main highway into the hedgerow
of trees where his truck and
trailer would be hidden. He wanted to
stay a few days.

SID
A week . . .

NARRATOR

. . . said Sid.

Then he went to worrying about his
truck, and then instantly chalked his
worry up to possession, which he felt
should be eschewed in all areas
possible.

And yet, in his heart he knew he
had owned many things--at least
he’d tried--and lost all of them.

SID
I’ve never owned a thing...

NARRATOR
Sid said, and unloaded his pup tent,
food, and other supplies.

He tacked up Brisk, gathered wood and
tied it to the saddle, and finally placed
his rifle in the scabbard.

SID (v.o.)
I hope I don’t have to use it.

NARRATOR
Which is what the cowboy always said

when he placed his rifle into
the scabbard. But rarely
was his wish granted.

Sid packed up, cleaned
up, and
locked up the truck and
trailer.

He stood on the road and
looked
back and surmised he had
parked well. The vehicle
was completely unseen.

SID
A person would have to
come directly upon it . . .

NARRATOR
. . . and this was the best
that he could do. So he
determined not to worry
about his truck again, and
instead turn his attention
to the task at hand.

SID
What is the task at hand?

NARRATOR
He asked himself, and
there was no answer.

He mounted Brisk who
was energetic and danced
around a moment before
the cowboy insisted he
move.

(TO BE CONTINUED…)

_______________________________________
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Jonah and the Whale: A
Conversation With God

Written by Jodi Drinkwater

(CONTINUED FROM JUNE ISSUE)

Jonah looks to the parrot. The parrot
stares blankly. Tears well up in Jonah’s
eyes.

JONAH
We’s so lonelies. We’s so
allbyusselfs, Gaw. As Jonah looks
out over the water, all is silence
and darkness. Even the moon and
stars have disappeared.

JONAH
You deer, Gaw? Antsy buttsy home?

The parrot is silent then suddenly lets
out a CRY.

The boat tips violently and the string
stretches. Jonah leaps up and
clamps the stick with his hands as
the whale wrenches the tiny boat by
the fragile string.

Jonah’s hair and beard stream out
behind him.

The parrot’s feathers flap in the wind,
and he hunkers down against Jonah’s
shoulder.

JONAH
Ohsheezy. I thinksa we caughtsus a
biiiiig wiggler!

Jonah balances on the edge and
glares into the water. A great
whale surfaces.

The whale is so close, Jonah could
reach out and touch him, and when he

tries, Jonah nearly stumbles
overboard.

The fleshy whale slides black and
rippled out of the water in a splashing
mountain.

Spray spews out of the whale’s blowhole
and pours over Jonah and the parrot.

When the spray stops, the whale’s great
eye stares at Jonah.

Then, in a sudden surge, the whale
lunges forward, skimming the surface
of the waves and speeding the boat
along.

JONAH
Oh, wha wha wha, hey? That’sa the
bigus fishy we’s ever done seed.

His eyes are huge to take in the
sight. He looks up and catches a
glimpse of the shore.

JONAH
Ohsheezy, I thinksa we seezie the
lan, Gaw!

The parrot SQUAWKS excitedly. The
whale speeds them toward the land.

JONAH
(cheers) We’s gone gits home;
we’s gone gits home!

In his excitement, Jonah yanks too hard
on the stick, and it snaps in half.

The whale barrels away towing
part of the stick and the lonely
string behind him.

Jonah stands with the broken stick
in his hand, his mouth dropped
open, and his watery eyes blinking.

The whale disappears.
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Finally, Jonah’s stomach GROWLS and
GURGLES. His eyes water. ________________________________

The parrot blinks. The
moon and stars return.
Jonah looks toward the
now-diminishing shore.

JONAH
Looksa liksa we’s not gone git
home.

Stars shoot past.

He whips his head back in awe.

JONAH
Looksa allthe glitters, Gaw.

The parrot PEEPS. Looksa allthe
moonbeams.

The parrot CHURPS.
A great meteor blazes through the
sky.

JONAH
Looksa flicksa shooting, Gaw.
(pause)
Hee hee hee yuuuuuum.
Deeeeeeuuuuuuuuuuum deedeedee
yuuuum. Toowheee, toowheeee,
yuuuuuuum.

Jonah sits down, lowers the parrot
from his shoulder and caresses his
feathers.

Jonah sings.

The parrot PURRS.

Stars dart around them.

FADE OUT.

_______________________________

Leaving The Ground
Written by Jodi Drinkwater

I remember the trees,
so spare, so unusual,
the way the sidewalk buckled,
the way everything was lucid,
and I was flying.
And just then, the wheels left the
ground, too--the sidewalk, distant.
Branches scraped
my sneakers,
then, skyward.

I'd forgotten my mother.  
There had never been arithmetic.
Recess played 
minus one child.
There was only me
on my bicycle
in the pillowed clouds--
so much weightlessness,
such levity.

________________________________

Keri Eddy
I’m an artist and I’ve been writing songs

for 25 years.

________________________________

Rest and Resurrection
Written by Keri Eddy

When I was a little lady
Daddy you were always there for me, you
called me your little girl
We would dance the night away
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Now that you’re gone, I can’t believe you’re
not there anymore for me

Chorus:
Rest and resurrection
I hope you’re with the angels in heaven
May they bless you with holy water and
stardust
Rest and resurrection, when you were
singing to me, when I was a little girl
Now I sing to you, returning the favor

Daddy you’re my savior
Happy Valentine’s day
I love you and will never forget you

God bless you!

______________________________

Caroline Garcia

My name is Caroline. I am originally from Belen, NM. I have been in Santa Fe since October
2018, & have been a member of the clubhouse since November 2018. I don't consider myself a
"writer or poet". I just recently (last couple years) started writing poetry. I write mostly when
something or someone special comes to my mind. It usually takes me a while to write so I can
get my thoughts straight.  I started writing this one around the anniversary of 9/11....I just
recently finished it.

Remembering 9/11

Written by Caroline Garcia

To those who stood and fell that day, and those that lived to walk away, Americans
stand with you today. It still seems as if it was a dream. To have seen what should never
have been.

The loss was so great, the pain is still fresh. An unthinkable turn, an angry test. Through
all this, our nation stood tall & we faced it all. As only Americans could.
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The souls America lost that day live on. As we remember those, we could not
save….their hearts are ours, their tears the same. Always and forever your memories
remain.

Fly high our brothers and sisters brave. Forever may OUR Stars and Stripes wave.

We will never forget

____________________________________________________________________

David Trujillo
I’m from Santa Fe and have lived here for most of my life.  I’ve heard voices/chatter all
my life, which has led to my diagnosis of schizophrenia. Is there efficacy for me with
cognitive defusion?  It’s hard when thoughts are fused by the constant chatter that I
hear.  The help I have been able to get from Lifelink has saved my life.
______________________________________________________________________

Speak Up
Written by David Trujillo

I’m speaking up.

I want to be heard.

I want to be seen.

We all want to be seen.

We all want to be heard.

A lonely life leads

to isolation and

mental maladies.

Unmediated men,

with blank stares

1
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wander down the street.

Some are angry.

Some are talking

to voices in their

heads.

Some find hope

in this life.

Some lay still

at night.

I’d like that.

______________________________________________________________________

Want to be featured in our next issue? Please send a bio and up to three short pieces of

writing (approximately 2000 words or less) to rruff-wagner@thelifelink.org or

lfeldberg@thelifelink.org by July 26th
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